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Understanding The Dreams You Desire is created from a Christian perspective to greatly help
Christians understand the symbolic vocabulary of dreams. It is the only comprehensive, one volume
reference publication for interpreting dreams available today Deliberately created without technical
jargon, this book can be easily understood and used by everyone.
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Great Tool!! Foundational for every dreamer. Such an amazing tool to have! We bought this one
because our other one was usually getting lost. One of the kids, myself, or my hubby are always
using it and putting it somewhere.. Two fairly very good chapters, but the lengthy key word
dictionary is lacking The front material is rather interesting, but just a little sketchy. So we bought a
backup!. We have been blessed to have been able to attend a conference with Ira Milligan and he
is definitely a guy of God! He has done extinctive work figuring out this is behind the dreams we
dream and our family is quite grateful he has! Understanding the general idea of what "that weird"
fantasy means has given us the ability to know how to pray and how exactly to better discern
what God is normally informing us through our dreams! Great for beginners also to keep on
kindle/iphone This book is great to have on hand at all times! Years later it came to pass just as he
stated.. It is very basic, concise, easy to comprehend and I haven't discovered other things like it ion
the marketplace." Joel 2:28 says "I'll pour out my Spirit on everyone. I have maybe a few times not
really found something i wanted in this book. Apart from those two obscure occasions everything
has been around this book. It is a great guide for newbies and very biblical in the interpretations,
which is very important to me. I love it! I use it at least once a month. BEST BOOK AVAILABLE FOR
DREAMS We met Ira Milligan years back when he stayed at our house. He was very fascinating
and gave us a indicating to a dream we had. I have it on my kindle/iphone and it comes in handy
so much! I really like it and highly recommend if you dream a lot and wish to know specifics. I like
the brand new revised one in fact it is not just the best one in the marketplace however the easiest
to make use of. I've seen various other books that are just a whole lot of writting about dreams. The
book is laid out like a dictionary. My favorite part concerning this book may be the diligence in
explanation of every thing. This reserve gives him hundreds of commonly dreamed about images
and things and what they represent. When I know I had a desire from God I then often highlight the
key elements and refer to this book. Psalm 42:7 says "Deep phone calls to deep in the roar of your
waterfalls; Granted there are plenty of scripture references, each using the term or term. I really like
that each thing has a verse to go with it and I also like that if you can't find the precise thing you
are looking for, they usually give you a mention of look to. Your sons and daughters will prophesy,
your aged men will fantasy dreams, your teenagers will discover visions. It is stuffed wth symbols (in
word form) and then tells you what could possibly be ment by them. It is among the best tools I
have ever used.and other miscellaneous things and what they probably mean.Granted, some of the
words and terms are explained and make a lot of sense. God showed me the condition of my own
heart through dreams and brought me to a place of true repentance. merciful Savior and King that
He's. If you are simply starting in your journey of listening to God through the vocabulary of dreams,
my guidance is to be prepared to be humbled. It may not be fun to observe your heart's true
condition (which most of us think of our very own heart as pure but unfortunately many like myself
have already been deceived by ourselves) but in time the Lord will lift you up and you may discover
Him for the loving & I am still growing in Christ but because of the Lord Jesus Christ, the Bible,
which publication my walk with Christ provides deepened. Primarily, you will see that you are loved
by Him truly. Five Stars Wonderful book filled with insight.. Just one example of the critical "evening
visions" is definitely insufficient to persuade me. But these types of dreams are true and more
essential with a long historic background. There are many scripture references, but many appear to
be a "stretch out" and the context isn't always very clear (scripture vs. Milligan offers compiled an
alphabetical list of words (or terms) that may occur in a dream and his understanding of what the
interpretation of the words are. It lists colours, animals, places, people. desire). all your waves and
breakers possess swept over me. I would look for someone to really study this topic and be a bit
more selective of wish elements predicated on the cited connection with people.~ Great book ! Best

of Dream Interpretation Books Love this updated version, new things have already been added. It's
rather a common dream, often progressive. Yet the text message is definitely no help. There is
absolutely no reference for "conflict" or "struggle" both common elements of dreams. "Water" as well
is of little help. I must say that this book has been used by God to modification my life. Over the
years (I’ve had this publication over ten years now) I have begun to identify what increasingly more
things mean also if they aren’t always in the book, but having this publication opened doors to
greatly help me interpret. When you have dreams of "six green crawfish talking on the telephone in
the drinking water", you can try to track what down (no real styles in the book) and develop some
wild interpretation.This book is almost such as a parlor game, an archaic term, but relevant. Usually
the references haven't any relation to any dreams in the Bible and may be very apparent taken
alone. We need some background. I'm sure Milligan is certainly respected and doing the right work,
but he's used on a lot. There is certainly mystery inside our world and often just God will reveal it to
you personally. Interprete your dreams This book is a good resource for assisting you figure out &
interprete your personal dreams. We can do this ourselves better than other people can because
we know ourselves best." I grew up in a God-fearing house which didn't talk or know very much
about things such as dreams, visions, presents of the Spirit, etc. If you have a color or object or pet
or anything else you can remember in the fantasy, you can go to that region in the reserve and see
what this means, then he also backs it up in scripture. It simply reaches the point which is to explain
what the dream symbols imply. Not this book, it does not waste your time with excessive
wordiness.If you search for "flying" you'll only find a couple references to "fly" as in insects (good
examples given). People in my own acquaintance and I have had regular dreams involving in fact
flying. Simple to use as well. Best Book to really interpret from I’ve read several books by Christians
about how to interpret dreams, however they had been vague. I highly recommend it. This book
changed my walk with God I purchased this book because I started having dreams that spoke to
something deep within me. I could then patch together what the dream means.Much of the key
word dictionary isn't personally helpful. I now have people arriving at me to help them find out their
God dreams. It was such an answer to prayers. It’s been amazing to see how God has spoken to
me through my dreams and utilized this reserve to help. I've his original book and wished to get the
up to date one.I'm most disappointed with the latter, long portion of the reserve, which is essentially
a word or term reference dictionary. It really is a basic outline of desire interpretation. This book
includes a large amount of biblical understanding to the "random" items in your dreams. I decided to
talk to a few close friends plus they pointed me toward this reserve. There are therefore many
secular books out there, but I understand this is Holy Spirit guided and biblical. I'd recommend this
book. Easy to read Good deals! Great dream reference.! Cheers! Addresses many topics. Highly
recommend Five Stars Loved it. This was recommended if you ask me by a friend This was
recommended if you ask me by a friend!!! Therefore, when I required help figuring out what God
was attempting to say if you ask me through dreams I didn't feel I possibly could consult any of my
children. It has actually blessed me.
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